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PLANT
WORK Over fifty members of the Staff participated in the tour of inspection 

of the new greenhouses Monday afternoon in lieu of the April Staff 
meeting. The visitors were divided into two groups, one under the guidance of 
Mr.Stewart and one with Mr.Wellington as guide, and as they entered each "house” 
found someone to explain the work under way in that particular location.The tour 
was both interesting and "educational”, particularly to those who had little first
hand knowledge of the plant science work of the Station. Messrs. Munn and Van 
Alstyne did creditable work as "runners up" in keeping the two groups moving along 
according to schedule.
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DR.HEDRICK 
INDISPOSED

Altho in his office part of the day, Dr.Hedrick was unable to 
preside at the Staff meeting Monday afternoon, due to a slight 
illness.
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THE BUDGET 
IS ADOPTED

The Legislature passed the 1933-3^ budget last week with a slight 
reduction in the figures presented by the Governor. The printed 
budget bill has not yet been received here and there is some 

uncertainty as to the exact amounts available in the various funds.for the coming 
year. Salary reductions remain as recommended by the Governor, with an exemption 
of all salaries of $2,000 or less and with graduated reductions on all salaries 
over $2,000, beginning with 6jo on the first $2000 and advancing with each $1,000 
increment. No official notification has been received as yet as to when the salary 
reductions go into effect.
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WILL TALK OH 
HYPNOTISM

at Cornell will 
Seneca.

Members of the University Club will have an opportunity to ac
quaint themselves with the mysteries of hypnotism next Monday 
evening when prof. John G.Jenkins of the Department of Psychology 

speak on that subject at the regular April meeting in the Hotel
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ASSISTING : Miss Marion Snyder is assisting in the Bacteriology Laboratory
TEMPORARILY : for a few months in connection with the mastitis investigations.
-------------- : Miss Snyder is a graduate of Wells College and has been serving
as a laboratory assistant in the Strong Memorial Hospital in Rochester.
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DEATH OP 
DR.HASSEjjBRIKG

Word lias been received at the Station of the death of 
Dr. Heinrich Hasselbring at Flint.Michigan, at the age of 57*
Dr.Hasselbring was an assistant in horticulture at this Station 

from 1901 to 1902. A graduate of Cornell and of the University of Chicago, he held 
the position of plant physiologist in the U.S.Dept. of Agriculture since 1909.His 
contributions were chiefly in the field of phytopathology and plant physiology.
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APPRECIATION FROM
TEE COUNTY GRANGE

Dr.Hedrick and Mr.Parrott have received letters from the 
Ontario County Grange expressing the appreciation of that 
unit in the part played by the Station in the recent meet

ing of the State Grange in Geneva. The letter to Dr, Hedrick follows:

"As we review the past few months of Grange work and the pre
preparations for entertaining the State Grange in our County, 
this thought has been repeatedly in our minds:- Your interest 
in the Grange and your enthusiasm for having the both Session 
in Geneva. We feel that your work arid influence were a large 
factor in the decision of the Executive Committee to make Geneva 
the Convention City.

"We,the members of Ontario County Pomona Grange, in regular 
session, wish to extend to you out sincere thanks for your 
cooperation, and our regrets that illness made it impossible 
for you to enjoy the sessions with us."



t'-*»— --------- : Today or tomorrow, depending upon the weather, Mr. and Mrs.
THE THRILL OF : Kening will occupy their new home on Castle Street. There is
A LIFE TIME : nothing that quite equals- the thrill of moving into a home that
--------------- -: one has built oneself, and their many friends rejoice with the
Henings in their new possession.
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HORT. SOCIETY : Copies of the Proceedings of the seventy-eight annual meeting
PROCEEDINGS : of the State Korticultural Society which was held in Roch-
------------------: ester and Kingston last January were received at the Station
yesterday. The volume includes the tains given by Mr.Parrott, Dr.Rankin, Mr.Slate, 
and Mr.Wellington. We are also interested to note that in a list of 23 Honorary 
Members of the Society, 13 were members of the Station Staff. This distinguished 
group includes Dr.Hedrick, Mr.Parrott, Mr.Anderson, Mr.Gladwin, Dr.Glasgow, 
Mr.Hartzell, Mr. Gloyer, Mr*H©we$*Mr iMnn&ihgbr-y'Mr* Slate, Mr.Stewart, Mr.Wellington, 
and Dr.Tukey. The dates have already been set for 193^> with the Rochester meeting 
on January 10 to 12 and the Kingston meeting January 2d to 2b.

RESEARCH : Two interesting contributions on the subject of patents on
AMD PATENTS : scientific discoveries appear in the last number of Science.
-------------- : The question under debate is the wisdom of permitting the inves-

';:tigator to take out patents in his own right. Prof.Yandell Henderson of Yale 
contends that a patent on a new discovery is as ethiccd as the acceptance of 
royalties on a book. He points out that few patents are financially remunerative, 
tr*t that if an investigator should be freed to some excent from financial stringency 
he would be better able to carry on further scientific discoveries. "Bread, or even 
a little butter on the bread,"says Prof. Henderson, "for a man and his family is 
one of the xrime requisites for research, although tuis nutritional feature of pro
ductive scholarship is often overlooked." Dr.Abraham Flexner, on the otuer hand, 
quotes Keynes to the effect that "nothing is more important than that we should
get rid of the profit spirit in modern life..... The moment that research is utilized
as a source of profit, its spirit is debased." While probably nothing is gained 
from the discussion, it is at least an interesting field for speculation and 
argument.

CONFERS : Mr. M.W. Nixon, Rural Service Engineer of the Empire State Gas &
ON LIGHTS : Electric Association, called at the Station yesterday to confer
----------- : with Mr.Parrott and Donald Collins on the orchard lighting project
of the Division of Entomology with the view of expanding the work somewhat during
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A HAZARDOUS : Dr.Dalilberg sustained a painful sprained ankle last Sunday
OCCUPATION : afternoon, acquired, so it is said, while engaged in a frolic
------------- : with the youngsters in his yard, playing with children is rated
as one of the chief accident risks to which adults are exposed.

A FRIEND : Dr.Dahlberg also distinguished himself in another way last week,
IN NEED : when on ten minutes notice he took the place of the guest speaker
----------- : (who failed to appear at the last moment) and addressed a gathering
of 125 teachers at the Seneca Hotel ’with few, if any, of his hearers realizing 
that he was Mpinch-hitting." Needless to say, the presiding officer breathed 
easier when Dr.Dalilberg accepted the assignment.
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A GOOD STORY : We are indebted to our California correspondent for the following
ANYWAY : story ,said to be well authenticated, taken from the Long Beach
-------------- : Press- Telegram:

Two tender-hearted ladies bought a live turkey for their 
Sunday dinner March 12.They decided to prepare the bird 
late Friday afternoon, March 10. Decapitation did not 
appeal to them,so they chloroformed the turkey,hung it to 
a nail in the garage and dry-plucked it clean. They went 
into the house to get a butcherknife to finish the job—
Then the earthquake came. Later in the evening up gobbled 
a starked naked turkey pleading for warmth. The quake had 
shaken the bird from the nail. It had revived,extricated 
itself and gone its way. The story is told that the ladies 
knit sweaters and trousers for it.
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